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The oldest English cathedral, Canterbury, was founded as part of Augustine’s mission in a.d. 597 and was dedicated in 602.¹ Its neighbor, Rochester, followed... Ten of the early Tudor cathedrals were ...
The Reformation of Cathedrals: Cathedrals in English Society
Salisbury Cathedral is one of twenty cathedrals that were built after the ... It is built in the Early English Gothic style and has a simple layout in the shape of a cross. This cathedral is ...
The Cathedrals of Britain
Duchess Camilla Parker-Bowles looked amazing at the Exeter Cathedral with husband Prince Charles, wearing a feather-print dress by Fiona Clare. The royal added gold statement earrings.
Duchess Camilla's statement earrings give her fave dress a whole new look
The Duke and Duchess of Cornwall visited Exeter Cathedral on Monday (19 July). The visit was the first stop on their royal visit to Devon and Cornwall - and the first since the easing of coronavirus ...
Duke and Duchess of Cornwall visit Exeter Cathedral
Two cathedrals face each other in Liverpool. That of the Anglican cult, and that of the Catholic one. The first was built following a competition in which the elite of English architects participated.
Liverpool: clash of cathedrals
Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy One of the most magnificent cathedrals ... cathedral in southwest England, Salisbury Cathedral is a stunning example of Early English Gothic ...
Sacred places: the world's most beautiful cathedrals
The 42 English Cathedrals in 42 days challenge.What started ... This week the baton and a group of cyclists arrived at Rochester Cathedral and among them, "The idea of the baton relay was to ...
Why are cyclists riding 2,000 miles taking in some of the South's cathedrals?
The “Cathedral of the Marshes”, they call it ... a near-perfect expression of the mature perpendicular style of English Gothic architecture. East Anglia is dotted with such archaic oratories ...
If I could go anywhere: the ‘cathedral’ at Blythburgh that rises from the marshes
Not everyone is infatuated with the pomp and grandeur of London’s largest cathedral, but it works as a street spectacle ... Wren was handed the chance to build the only one of Britain’s large ...
St Paul’s Cathedral: Part church, part street spectacle, all masterpiece
image captionThe "cathedral champions" are setting off from ... Newcastle on a relay challenge linking all 42 Church of England cathedrals. It marks the launch of the 2,000-mile Cathedral Cycle ...
Church of England cathedrals linked in cycling relay challenge
We'll be honest, we don't know how much it would cost to build a cathedral in Reading or where ... doesn't exist and the need for things like cathedrals is not legitimate. It's something of ...
Reading does not need a cathedral to become a city
Elsewhere in the capital services – such as the ones in St Paul’s Cathedral and Tavistock Square ... be marked by petals falling from the cathedrals’ dome and the lighting of four ...
7/7 London bombings anniversary: What time is the minute's silence and where will it take place?
Bradford Cathedral has teamed up with the University ... the British Pilgrimage Trust and Association of English Cathedrals. Cyclist Shaun Cutler, who came up with the idea, said: “Now more ...
Cathedrals Cycle Route promotes wellbeing on two wheels
The cathedral now has bike racks along one ... "Cathedrals Cycle Route" a partnership between the Association of English Cathedrals, the British Pilgrimage Trust, Cycling UK and Sustrans.
New cycling hope for Worcester Cathedral
A team of cyclists from Ripon Cathedral are expected to arrive ... which links all 42 English Cathedrals to promote greener travel and mental and physical wellbeing. Canon Michael said: “We ...
York Minster team in bike relay bid
Later came the Normans and after the Battle of Hastings they started building castles and cathedrals. Canterbury had the first Norman cathedral ... on a traditional English seaside funfair dating ...
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